
Revision for component 3
These revision lesson are aimed at tackling how to answer the assessment 

paper – based on the one SAM and what the student can expect. They include:
• Started / timed tasks

• Class discussion
• Questions we need to answer

When you see this sign = 
teachers comment to class When you see this sign 

= to prompt paired or 
class discussion



Preparation for assessment

The set task – period of time = 3 hours over as 1 week period
It can be broken done into slots
Section A – assessing health and wellbeing, will be mostly based on 

learning aim A and is shorter
Section B – designing a health and wellbeing improvement plan–
you will get more information on the case study and will need to 

put a plan together



1 Preparation for Exams
When preparing for exam we need to understand the language used:

• Describe

• Explain

• Design – in the context of the assessment

• Effect

• Factors 

• Recommended actions

• Sources of support

• Short and long term targets

• Rationale

• obstacles

starter : class discussion. Go through some words – understanding that you 
will go into detail about some of the words later in the revision lessons

Over the next 3 lessons we will go through the understanding of some of the 
action words needed



Define ‘effect’

Noun: A change which is a result or consequence 
of an action or other cause

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/effect



Task 1: discuss with partner:

Factors that can have an effect on someone's health and wellbeing

Task 2: discuss with partner:

How can these Factors a positive and negative effect on someone's 
health and wellbeing



Positive factors

Use the white board / smart 
board to add the students 
thoughts together as a class. 
You take a photo of the 
board for them to keep so 
they can see the thought 
process.



Negative factors



Corners: Factors 

Instruction for teachers –

Take each of the points on the next slide and print them onto an A4 piece 
of paper.
Put each A4 paper into a corner of the room
Divide the class into 4

One person from each of the group has to go to the piece of paper, read, 
(do not write anything down)and feed the information back to the group. 

The group write down the information on a large piece of paper (A2)



Case study - Using the SAM – Brian - how well do you read and take in the detail?

1. Location:
Brian Whittaker is 72 years old. He lives in a two-bedroom bungalow in a small village at the top of a steep hill

2. Medical history:
He recently had a hip replacement operation. As a result, his mobility has started to improve

3. Family, friends and social interactions
The district nurse visits three times a week to change the dressing on his hip
A gardener comes once a fortnight to keep the garden neat. 
A friend visits weekly, who looks after his finances, organises his medical appointments and helps out with nay household 
tasks. However, none of these visitors are near his own age and he misses the company of his own age group.
4. Day-today life
Brian uses a walking stick to get around his house and is managing to be independent. He can do his day-to-day chores, like 
getting dressed, keeping clean and doing his own washing. however, he struggles with preparing food as he cannot stand up 
for long, so e eats a lot of fast food. He finds it difficult to ask anyone to help him because he is very proud of being 
independent. 



Corners: Factors 

Instruction for students –

• In 4 groups
• One person from each of the group has to go to the piece of paper, read, (do not 

write anything down)and feed the information back to the group.
• You are allowed 1 minute – teacher will time you. You are allowed 2 minutes to 

write it down. You had to use verbal communication you cant write anything 
down. You must relay as much of the in formation as possible. Each group can 
visit the corner twice. You can send a new person the 2nd time.

• This is repeated until each group goes to each corner (all 4 corners) for the 
information. 

• Write down the information on a large piece of paper (A2)



Corners: Factors 

Instruction for students –

• When each corner has been visited and all information down each group must 
put the information into a table of:

Factors that have a positive effect on Brian’s health and wellbeing and a negative 
effect on his health and wellbeing

Positive factors Negative factors

This is then shared with the rest of the class to see if everyone has picked up on all 
of the information given



VIPS – Our method on how to answer an exam question.

V VERB 1. Underline and understand the Verb (Use the Verb meter) 
2. How do you structure your answer?
3. Does the type of verb, change the amount of points it’s worth?

I IMPORTANT
WORDS

What are the most important key words in the question?- make sure 
that you are taking these into consideration when answering.

P POINTS How much is this type of question worth and why?

S SPECIALIST
LANGUAGE

What specialist language / buzz words do I need to include to impress 
the examiner?

From:  George Stephenson school

Plenary: what to do on an exam paper,. If the information about 
Brian was written – what could you have done? 

Go through the importance of 
underlying and using highlighters 
in exams for important words etc



2 Preparation for Exams

• ‘explain’ – how we make sure we explain our 
point?

• Short and long term targets



Acute or chronic?
Teacher resources – you will 
need A4 whiteboards and 
white hoard pen and wipers 
for each students. A starter to 
get hem warmed up and 
thinking about the answers

On your whiteboard write a definition of the  

word     acute Comes on quick short term and can be cured

On your whiteboard write a definition of the  

word     chronic
Comes on gradual, long term (+3 months) 
can be treated but generally cant be cured



Acute or chronic
Create a quick table on your white board and write as many examples of acute and chronic illness you can think of:

Acute Chronic Acute Chronic 
Cold Asthma

Flu Cystic fibrosis

Pneumonia Diabetes

Broken bones Osteoporosis

Rickets Haemophilia

Measles Kidney disease

Mumps Emphysema

Appendicitis Heart disease

Indigestion Epilepsy

Heartburn Hypertension

Heart attack Bipolar disorder

Task in pairs: 
‘explain’ why they are:

• Acute
• Chronic 
E.G a cold is acute 
because……….

Are any of these 
conditions genetic?

‘explain’ what genetic 
inheritance means and 

give some examples 



Acute or chronic

PAPER – EXERCISE BOOKS?

Discuss and write down the short and long term 

effects of these conditions on a person PIES

Physical Intellectual 

Emotional Social 



Acute or chronic

Task: Choose 3 conditions and set 3 
short and long term targets for each 
condition. 
Recap SMART  targets
*Use Brian - male age 72 as case 
study

See table on next slide for task

Physical Intellectual 

Emotional Social 



Smart targets

Condition Recommended actions short term targets Recommended actions long term 
targets



3 Preparation for Exams

• Sources of support
• obstacles



Sources of support

Formal support

Informal support

Discuss 



Formal and informal support

Using Brian case study including previous information from other slide

• Give out the information on the next 3 x slides to the class

• Allow them time to read each part

Let students highlight the following
• Positive factors
• Negative factors

Give the students 
highlighters e.g – green 
positive, pink negative



Brian case study

Six month ago Brian’s wife, Enid, died. She had been ill for several years. Enid had to go in a care home for the last 3 
months od her life. Brian visited her every day in the care home, where he got to know the staff well/ He often 

stayed for lunch and chatted to the staff and residents while her was there. Because of his bad hip, he went by taxi, 
which he enjoyed as he got to know the taxi driver well. But since Enid's death, he hasn’t been back to the care 

home



Brian case study

Lifestyle data
Brian recently came into the health centre for a medical check up. The practice nurse Mrs Smith went through some 
questions with him. She found recently out that he used to smoke 30 cigarettes a day but since his operation he has 

cut down to about 5 a day. He likes a couple of glasses of whisky before he goes to bed and has started to drink 
during the day.



Brian case study
Brian's wants to:
• Keep his independence
• Have a better social life
• Lose weight
• Give up smoking

Brian doesn’t want to:
• Stop drinking
• Give up fast food completely

Other relevant information:
• He has tried to give up smoking before but found it very difficult
• He finds it hard be motivated since his wife's death



Formal and informal support

Using information from the case study of Brian suggest sources of support (formal and informal) and explain how 
these will help Brian and what targets he might achieve with them

Page 190-191 student 
textbook

Sources of support and explain how these will help What targets (short & long) Brian might achieve with this 
support

Formal: - NHS prescription for stop smoking medicines Healthier, fitter



obstacles

Potential obstacles can hinder implementing a health and wellbeing 
improvement plan.

To help you understand and recognise some of the obstacles we will play a 
game of stepping stones. Your team will help you overcome the obstacles.



Stepping stones

Teacher: You will need:
1. A3 sheets of paper with the obstacles written on.
2. Something that can be an ‘obstacle’ such as - Upside down bucket, Space hopper (borrowed from PE), Cardboard 

box etc
• Divide your class into teams of 3-4 (depending on you class size to how many sets you will need)
• Set up the class room with the A3 sheets (laminated sheets might be better to re-use) on the floor in a row for 

each team – like stepping stones
• You need a set for each group of a) a written set of obstacles  b) a written set of ways to minimise the obstacles. 

Print them on coloured paper to help the stepping tones affect. 
• Lay them on floor alternative  - obstacle targets then answers in a long row like a set of stepping stones. Place 

the obstacle sheet face up so the students can read it. Answers face down. They can turn this over when they 
have finished  discussing with their team some recommendations

The idea is they use their knowledge from previous lessons and are able to discuss what can happen when people face 
these obstacles in life and how this can effect the improvement plan and what support and recommendations
they would give

I have suggested some on the following slides. 
Refer to page 192 – 203 in student textbook



Lack of 
motivation + 

Obstacle

Low self esteem 
+ Obstacle

Family / social 
commitments + 

Obstacle

Answers Answers
start finish

Your classroom

An overview example of how to set up stepping stones
When they have the answers with their team they can move onto the next 
obstacle

You may want to 
offer a prize 
which team 

finishes first?



Obstacle 

Lack of motivation 



Minimising lack of motivation 

Remind themselves of the importance of his targets 
Choose activities he enjoys
Do activities / visits when he feels more energetic or happy
Having a variety of strategies – for stop smoking he can have strategies to take his mind off it, or other activities to 
replace the smoking
Building rewards – saving money from stopping smoking – what Brian will spend the money on



Obstacle 

Low self esteem 



Minimising low self esteem 

Stick with plan
Encouragement from family and friends
Setting mini goals – a greater sense of achievement will help raise 
self esteem



Obstacle 

Family / social 
commitments



Minimising family / social commitments

Involve other family members
Use other family to support and encourage
Set up a timetable – when Brian has more time
Involve exercise to and from social commitments
Take stairs instead of life



Obstacle 

Financial resources



Minimising financial resources

Consider cost of each action
Avoid expensive actions
Look at alternatives
How to access funding for help
Share the cost
Free help - NHS



Obstacle 

Physical resources



Minimising Physical resources

Equipment
Use at clinics / doctors surgery / gyms / health centres
NHS website suggest ways to get free equipment
Local authority outdoor gyms  / tneiis courts / football pitches etc
Free taster sessions



Obstacle 

Diet Lack of knowledge –
e.g nutrition / cooking



Minimising - diet lack of knowledge

Join I with someone who eats health balanced meals
Hide away biscuits and treats
Exercise
Pick health options from fast food menus
Watch cooking programmes



3. Plenary 

Homework:
Prepare for next lesson

Give out the SAM assessment based on Brian
The students will complete activity 4 for homework. They have gone through quite a lot of this during the class.
Remind them of KISS
- Keep It Simple & Straightforward



4 Preparation for Exams

• Rationale



Rationale for your plan

Rational meaning –

A set of reasons or a logical basis for a course of action or belief.
‘he explained the rationale behind the change’

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/rationale

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/rationale


Task – classroom task assessment 
The mark scheme:
Share this with the students.
Make sure they understand what they are explaining & justifying
They need to explain the reasons behind their plan and back up with knowledge from the case study and previous 
learning

This activity is awarded 10- marks on the assessment paper



Needs Wishes Circumstances 

You could use 
this table as a 
starting point 
for activity 5



Model an answer:

After allowing the students time to write an answer, 
Model and answer on the board using different colour 
pens to highlight 
• Explanations
• Needs
• Wishes
• circumstances

Plenary:
Hopefully by the time we are teaching component 3 there will be exemplar answers rather than a vague marking 
scheme. 
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